
Work Share Information
What is it and examples

What This Means For You and Your Employees
In order to understand how Work Share will work for your employees we’ve drafted out a simple example using our 

friend Bob. Bob is a “core” employee. He has been a long term employees and is vital to the execution of work. Bob 

makes ~$52,000 a year, works a 5 day schedule (Monday-Friday) and is paid weekly.

Bob earns $1000 in gross pay per week. Bob has agreed to go on a Work Share program to help the business get 

through a tough time. The workshare program is for two workdays or 40% of the total weekly period. Below breaks 

out the cash flow impact to Bob:

COVID-19 is causing significant disruptions to MNP’s clients and the
communities we serve. The Canadian Government has announced
significant stimulus packages for businesses in need of support. One
aspect of this package is the bolstering of the Service Canada Work Share
Program. To help understand what Work Share is and what it means to
you, we have put together this introductory document.

The Work Share program is a three party program whereby Service 
Canada, the employer and the employee enter into an agreement to help 
supplement employee income while the employer focuses on returning 
the business to normal operations. The Work Share Program lightens 
the employers cost burden by reducing the wage cost and allowing 
them to avoid temporary layoffs through the subsidization of income to 
their employees. In essence, it acts as a bridge between the bad times 
and good and has recently been extended for up to 76 weeks. 

Work Share focuses on operational continuity; in light of the current 
scenario many organizations are unsure of how to handle significant 
reductions in volume. Work Share provides employers the opportunity to 
reduce actual workdays, thus reducing wage costs, without having to 
undergo temporary layoffs of their workforce. Employees do not go onto 
full EI, rather, they continue to work as normal for 40-90% of the work 
week and their lost income supplemented by Service Canada. Work 
Share provides benefits over EI in situations where there is long term 
disruption and/or the business has a labour force requiring job security.

Work Share; What is it?
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**Layoffs without termination provide an alternate avenue to Work Share but result in less job security for the employee and 
potential legal issues if the economic downturn is longer than expected.

Day of The Week Previous Gross 
Income Per Day 

(~40h Work Week)

Adjusted Gross 
Income;

Temporary Layoffs**

Adjusted Gross 
Income;

Under Workshare

Difference
(Layoff & Workshare)

Monday $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $0.00

Tuesday $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $0.00

Wednesday $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $0.00

Thursday $200.00 EI Dependent $110.00 $110.00

Friday $200.00 EI Dependent $110.00 $110.00

Total $1000.00 $600.00 $820.00 $220.00

In this situation the employee will earn an additional $220.00. The employer contributes $600.00 to the employee’s 
pay and the Work Share Program contributes $220.00. The workshare program provides benefits over temporary 
layoffs in situations where there is long term economic downturn and/or the business has a labour force requiring 
job security. Bob could also apply for EI for the Thurs/Fri. he was laid off; this would make his income identical to 
on WS; but if he was to work Thurs while on temporary layoff his EI payment would be adjusted down. On WS, 
this does not occur.



The Work Share Application Process involves four main steps:
1) Historical Data Gathering
2) Application Writing & Communication
3) Recovery Plan: shortened recently
4) Submission
Prior to gathering data and completing the application, a couple of key 
points need to be understood: 
• The Application Process takes 10 days for approval
• The employer must demonstrate a recent decrease in business 

activity and that the slowdown is unexpected
• The employer must have in place a recovery plan
• If your employees don’t agree to the Work Sharing program the 

application will not be valid. 

Employer Eligibility
In order to be eligible, the employer must:
• Has been in business for the full previous 12 months
• Demonstrate that the slowdown is beyond their control
Employee Eligibility
In order to be eligible, the employees must:
• Be “core” employees (year round / full-time / permanent)
• Be eligible to receive EI benefits
• Agree to a reduction in their working hours
• Have less than a 40% controlling stake in the organization and/or 

are not on the sales/management team

Work Share Application
What to know, who is eligible

Terminology
During the application process your MNP advisor will be with you every step of the way and may be use specific 

terminology. Some of those terms and their descriptions are outlined below:

Work Sharing Unit

A Work Sharing unit is a core group of employees who have agreed to participate in the Work Sharing program. This 

group of employees generally includes those employees with similar job functions. Your MNP advisor will guide you 

on how to structure the Work Sharing units but will be relying on your expertise to determine similar functions. The 

Work Sharing units must sign Attachment A to confirm their acceptance of the agreement.

Recovery Plan

This is where the organization outlines its long-term plans to return work volume to its previous level. 

The application process will require effort from both the applying
organization and MNP.

The Application Process
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Communication Strategies

01

02

Explaining The Purpose

Explaining Compensation

Explaining the purpose of Work-Sharing is critical. It is 
suggested to have multiple one-on-one meetings with 
core employees prior to a group discussion. It is key to 
explain that Work Sharing is a team effort. Ultimately, the 
purpose of the Work Sharing program is to support 
employers and employees working together to return 
work to normal volumes. In short, its to help limit the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic to the employees.

• Employees are provided a minimum of 40% of regular 
pay  

• Each hour less than the previous six-month weekly 
average is compensated at 55% of regular pay

• Across a 6 month time frame, the employee will likely 
earn more on Work Share rather than on traditional EI

• Unlike traditional EI, the employee will not be required 
to submit a bi-weekly time card.  The employer will 
manage the submissions

• Employees on Work Share will have priority over calling 
back laid off employees

Key Messaging 
Communicating Work Share to Your Employees

A key aspect of the Work Sharing program is the acceptance and buy-in of
the employees. This is often the most stressful and time consuming part
for the employer. The Work Sharing program is a team effort.

Before the application process can begin, employees need 
to sign the Schedule A stating their understanding of the 
Work Sharing program and what it means for them. 
Communication needs to go out to the relevant employees 
about the employer’s intention. An open line of 
communication needs to be created and maintained. The 
key is communicating early and often! Some steps and 
strategies for introducing the concept to your employees 
have been outlined below.

03 Compensation Timeframe
• The program won’t start until at least 10 days after 

submission
• Hours worked will be paid through regular payroll
• Hours not worked will be compensated by Service 

Canada.  It may take 2-3 weeks after program start date 
for employees to receive the first payment 

04 Work Units
• Each employee is in a specific work unit.
• Work units will be determined based on the 

following criteria:
• Similarity in work 
• Current project assignments
• Anticipated responsibilities

• Hours worked must be consistent within a work 
unit.  

• Different work units can work different hours.

05 Tax Implications
• If the total earnings of the employee during 

Work Share exceed $63,500 then the employee 
must pay back 30% of total Work Share earnings 
above $63,500 to Service Canada.

Steps to Communication

1) One-on-one meetings with core employees.
2) Group meetings with each work unit.

3) Follow-up meetings with employees as required.
4) Advise employees to have independent professional 

advice. 


